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The Quest for
Standardized Concours Judging

Concours - an exhibition or contest, especially a parade of vintage or classic motor vehicles in
which prizes are awarded for those in the best original condition.
We all like to show our cars whether we own drivers or trailer queens, whether we get involved in small local car shows,
people choice events or play the high stakes at major events such as Amelia or Pebble Beach. FOG member Pete Bartelli shares his expertise in presenting your car at any level of competition. Pete has been involved in organizing and setting
judging standards for many major Concours events. He was instrumental in formulating, standardizing and promoting
guidelines for car shows which he shares in this issue. — Alan Winer
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Drive Those Cars
by Dennis Brunotte
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Alberto, our first storm of the season, wiped out a great deal of potential 356 driving over
the Memorial Day weekend, but several of our participants were active this spring making
the best of our dry weather.
Peter Bartelli kept rolling after driving to our annual Gathering by attending 4 regional
FOG breakfasts and shuffling off to the Werkes Reunion at Amelia Island. Jim Spears is
back at it “across the pond” motoring through England, Ireland, and Northern Ireland. He’s
back for a month or so until he returns to Cork, Ireland where he left his car, and he’ll be off
and running again (and complaining a bit about the condition of the roads there).
Thanks for adding your name and miles driven to our list of participants by emailing
Dennis at dkbrunotte@gmail.com. More drivers will help us to achieve our goal, and we
need you! Here’s how we’re doing so far.
Mark Hebb
Jim Spears
George Dunn
Sharon Cobb
Bill Cooper
Peter Bartelli
Steve Bamdas
Jim Bruton
Allen Peerson
Paul Raben
Dan Bird
Russell Hibbard

Jacksonville
3213
Madeira Beach 3176
St. Petersburg 2235
Tampa
1655
Jacksonville
1632
Venice
1357
Lighthouse Point 1350
Winter Park
1296
Jupiter
1253
Fort Lauderdale 1168
Vero Beach
1109
Lake Worth
1014

Glen Getchell
Jerry Holderness
John Reker
Alan Winer
Volker Schneemann
Jim Voss
John Boles
Chip Reichhart
Dennis Brunotte
Karen Walker
Jamie Cielewich

Seminole
St. Petersburg
Winter Park
St. Augustine
University Park
Jacksonville
Pinehurst, NC
Vero Beach
Naples
Cocoa
Orlando

Monthly Regional Meetings

795
740
575
553
522
480
362
286
271
75
65

One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with
a marvelous group of people–our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida
make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events, we have developed a system
of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours
occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or call at (407)
629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month.
Location varies. Contact Jim Voss at vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Meeting dates to be announced. Contact Bill Hunkapiller at bhunkapiller@yahoo.com or at 850-694-5435 for additional information.
Southeast Florida: Southeast Florida: Our Monthly Social (Porsches & Pancakes, as we
call it) is held on the first Saturday of every month at Nick’s 50’s Diner, 1900 Okeechobee
Blvd, Unit - C9, West Palm Beach, FL 33409. Phone number for the restaurant is: (561)
471-3155. Contact Randy Gananathan at rdgananathan@gmail.com or (561) 623-9191 for
more info. SE FOG Tours: Randy Gananathan is very interested in organizing tours in SE
Florida, exclusively for FOG members and their 356’s. Please reach out to Randy (contact
info above) if you’d like to co-host a tour to an interesting venue.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First
Watch Restaurant at the Publix Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75
(exit 213). This draws FOGgies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Fernando Lopez at (727)
417-1120 or mk2lopez@yahoo.com
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Presidentʼs Perspective

Future Perfect Tense
by Alan Winer

A while ago under duress from my sons, duress used to
be my job, I made the social altering switch from rum to
bourbon and while I tried various blends from our Kentucky
friends, I was most impressed by a bottle of the rare, expensive, elusive and hard to find Kentucky Straight Bourbon
“Van Winkle Special Reserve” that my son gifted me. I
basically hoarded the bottle on that special shelf reserved
for the finest—my personal top shelf. Only sharing a few
drinks with special friends and family, similar to Elaine
on the Seinfeld show who selectively dated only “sponge
worthy” men when she realized her sponge supply was limited. So a few weeks ago when my friend of 45 years passed
through, I brought out the Van Winkle. And as the Kentucky
potion decreased in volume an inverse discussion of worldly
ideology was pursued. At some point in the discussion my
friend said the following “we all would like to live in the
future perfect tense”. It’s a known fact that fine whiskies just
might impart wisdom and creativity. William Faulkner, John
Cheever, Dorothy Parker, Edgar Allen Poe, Truman Capote,
James Joyce and Hunter S. Thompson, just to name a few, all
were able to produce classic works of literature, poetry and
journalism despite their affliction.

scars, they don’t help the image when you’re dealing with the
bank finance guy or the doctor visit. I have vague memories
of spending hours of research to purchase the correct parts
and finding that I already had many of the parts in my parts
drawers. A few years later, I was unable to remember any of
the specifically correct parts. The days of rust removal, parts
cleaning, bead blasting, priming, painting, welding, grinding, sanding and the exasperation of blowing a big hole in
old metal when welding seem to all blend together and result
in mentally shortening the time span. The forums suggest
having a beer or two when each small task is completed.
Really, 5% alcohol content? I go straight for the 90 proof.
Those hours and weeks and months turn into years. The
eBay purchases and the parts invoices fatten a folder so that
it won’t fit into the drawer. Trust me, I will never add up that
folder. The difficulty is when to stop as that special type of
insanity sets in that sends you on a quest to find the correct
bolt with the correct head stamp to be installed on the car in
a place where no man will ever go again until the next major
restoration.
Finally it’s in paint and you had better be extremely careful.
All this work still to be completed and the paint is glaring out
“better not scratch”. Think you’re done because the body is
finished, think again. The time it takes to complete the interior, affix all the rubber, install the windows and the interior and exterior trim and fret that the chromer won’t loose
that small and impossible to replace part adds Phase II and
months to the project.

Now it’s credible that the next morning I remembered the
phase and looked up the definition of future perfect tense and
here’s what I found:
Future perfect tense is used to express an action which,
the speaker assumes, will have completed or occurred
in the future. It gives a sense of completion of a task
that will happen in the future.
The key element here is “gives sense of completion” and
the example it gave was, “I will have spent all my money
by this time next year”. And it occurred to me that this is
where I live with my cars—except I would have changed
the example to “I will have spent all my money by this time
next year and still not have finished my restoration”. But the
sense of completion of a task that will happen in the future is
perhaps the key to sustaining these car restorations.

And years later, when most of it is a blur, it’s finished and
you have time to enjoy the completed project. And now you
can make a list of all the little things you need to adjust.
Ah yes! The future perfect tense, a sense of completion of a
task that will happen in the future.

Now please don’t take the following as being discouraging,
because restorations share a commonality with pain. You
can’t really remember the actual pain—you can only remember the incident. Perhaps why we are willing to repeatably
experience the state of being hung-over. So the satisfaction of a completed restoration overrides the hours of paint
removal, the hours and burnt hands from removing the old
undercoating and the cerebral insanity of us non-electrical
types restoring the electrical system. No manicured nails to
be found on car restorers and while the hands become battle

Welcome New Members
Christopher John Edebohls, Longwood, FL
Bob Kelly, Crystal Lake, IL
Scott Lapham, Safety Harbor, FL
Submit contact changes to Alan Winer,
Membership Chair at alanwiner@356FOG.com
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The Quest for
Standardized Concours Judging
by Pete Bartelli

The International Chief Judge Advisory group was founded in 2015 by Ed Gilbertson, former Chief Judge at Pebble Beach,
in an effort to standardize and promote guidelines for car shows where the serious judging of originality, authenticity and
condition were expected. Ed formed a council of 18 international chief judges from the US, Germany, Italy, Australia and
Canada and brain stormed the guidelines and forms now used at over 40 shows worldwide. Following are The Guidelines
for Entrants and one of the judging forms and score sheets . . . the one used for restored cars. Other score sheets available
are used for preserved (survivor) cars, motorcycles and competition cars. The scoring system is based on 100 points with
deductions at 1/2 point intervals vs the PCA model of 300 points at 1/10 point intervals. Of course, it’s a “generic” score
sheet used for all marques, so some of the terms used on the forms may seem weird to us Porsche folk. ICJAG provides
guidelines for class setup, awards and even chief judge duties. ICJAG also conducts judging seminars to train and familiarize judges and will custom design/tailor forms for any show that’s approved for these procedures (not all shows get so
endorsed as there are prerequisites).
These guidelines (reprinted with permission from the ICJAG) should help organize the efforts of novice concours enthusiasts in preparing for most events where it’s more than just a “wash and shine” event. While I’m no novice to the concours
scene, I do find comfort in knowing that my car will now get standardized judging consideration in at least 40 major shows
which include Amelia Island AND Pebble Beach. I like the ICJAG philosophy and I think you will too. Cars are meant to
be driven!
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Judging Guidelines for Entrants
Cars entered for judging are expected to be driven onto the show
field with the exception of competition cars. The key purpose of
judging is to promote the preservation or faithful restoration of
each marque to its original factory state. Therefore, the primary
focus of the judging will be on authenticity and condition with
secondary emphasis on cosmetics. Excessive cleanliness is unnecessary, discouraged and a deduction.

Judges will inspect the engine compartment for correct components, completeness and condition. Evidence of lubricated linkages, cables etc. is not a deduction. The linkages, belts, wires and
hoses are inspected for excessive wear. The condition of any stickers, decals or plates will be inspected. Painted surfaces should be
reasonably clean. Rusty components are a deduction. Factory pollution control equipment should be as originally installed. Modifications to structural, lighting and exhaust systems of non-USA spec
cars to conform to federal law are acceptable if changes do not
seriously detract from the original appearance of the car. Routine
replacement items such as spark plugs, filters, battery, belts and
hoses need not be the exact original brand but must conform to the
general appearance, characteristics and size of the original.

The Entrant must be present at the vehicle during the evaluation.
If the Entrant cannot be available, an individual will be designated by the Entrant in advance to operate the car during the judging
process. Entries are expected to be operational and fully assembled. All parts such as wheels, bumpers, tops, belly pans, etc. are
to be attached to the vehicle in the original position. Convertibles are judged with the soft-top up and properly fastened. Cars
with removable roof/side panels will be judged with the panels in
place. Cars that were originally provided with tools and manuals
will have these items available for evaluation. Factory authorized
manual reprints are acceptable. Entrant personal items such as
sunglasses, GPS, portable radar detector, cell phone, etc. are not
acceptable and must be removed.

Judges will inspect all storage compartments for completeness and
condition. The tool kit, jack and spare tire are inspected for authenticity and condition. Any non-original, unprepared or missing items
are a deduction. Judges may ask for items not secured with a tool
to be removed from the car for inspection. The paint and chrome
will be inspected for deterioration. Rubber should be clean, black
and dry and white walls clean, without marks. The car should be
fitted with matching wheels and tires of the correct size and profile
for the model. Wet or greasy tire dressing is a deduction. Chassis
components should show evidence of preparation.

At the start of judging, all cars are assumed to have a perfect score
of 100 points. As each component is evaluated, deductions at a
minimum of one half point (1/2) will be levied as determined by
the judges. The judges will evaluate all areas of the car. Some
preparation must be evident. Review the Judging Form and Score
Sheet, available on the web site, for the components that will be
judged for authenticity and condition. Factory options are considered original whether factory or dealer installed while aftermarket
options are not.

Safety-related items that are not factory/period correct, but which
were added for safety purposes, such as seat belts, fire extinguisher and mirrors, will be acceptable provided the installation is neat,
unobtrusive and does not detract from the original appearance of
the vehicle. Judges discretion applies to any aftermarket installed
equipment. If the car has unique or unusual characteristics that
question originality/authenticity, please be prepared to provide
proper documentation.

Perfect paint should be reflective and have a mirror finish with no
surface scratches or haze evident when viewed in direct sunlight.
The paint should feel perfectly smooth with no hint of grit in the
paint surface. Visible paint chips are acceptable if they have been
properly repaired. There is no deduction for a factory protective
film installed. There should be no wax residue. Body panels should
fit together properly with even and consistent gaps. Sheet metal
dents and wavy panels are deductions. Rubber trim should be
clean, black, and dry. Wet or greasy rubber dressing is a deduction.

Judges will not operate the vehicle. The Entrant will be asked
to start the car and run at idle. The engine must idle smoothly.
Competition Class vehicles will not be started. The Entrant will
be asked to demonstrate the proper functioning of the doors,
windows, hood, lids, instruments, lights and signals. Wipers will
not be checked. In the case of any malfunction, the Entrant will
be given about 15 minutes to correct the fault(s) then rechecked.
Failure to start within the time limit is a mandatory 5 point deduction and automatic disqualification for the Best in Class Award.

Carpets should be free of dirt and debris. Leather/vinyl surfaces
should be supple, clean and dry. The color should be consistent
and even. Normal wear is acceptable. Judges will look at the door
jambs, mirrors, seat belt connectors, vents, etc. for some evidence
of preparation prepared. Properly lubricated seat rails, hinges, etc.
are not a deduction. Interior glass should be free of fingerprints and
smudges. Judges will check for a driver manual. Judges will ask
the permission of the Entrant to sit in the car with feet outside for
the purpose of properly evaluating the interior if necessary.

ICJAG does not recommend that shows provide the completed
score sheets to the Entrants. However, a verbal debriefing to the
Entrant by the Chief Judge may be available by request following
the event. Remember, cars are meant to be driven!
© International Chief Judge Advisory Group (ICJAG) 6/2018
Reprinted with permission from the ICJAG
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Concours Judging continued
As you know, I drive my car over 2000 miles a year. Keeping it “show ready”can be a task....one that I love doing.
Here are some pictures — Pete
A

B

C

D
Photo Captions: A-Correct period seat
belts; B-Carrera tool kit; C-Door Hinge.
Lock washers on forward bolts only;
D-Carrera rear hub with original 20mm
spacers and annular brake; E-oil lines
to and from front oil cooler; F-Engine
Compartment; G-Under carriage view;
H-Interior view

E

F

G

H
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70 year celebration of Porsche

FOG members (l to r) Joe Veglucci, Craig Stoughton, John Reker and Mike Owen attended the Porsche of Orlando 70 year
celebration of Porsche. Craig had his 1957 Ruby Red 356A, John Reker his 1965 Champagne Yellow 356C, and Mike Owen
his 1969 Tangerine 911S. The dealership threw an all day bash with German food and beer and over 250 people attending.

Regional Activities

The Northeast Region members drove over 100 miles
roundtrip to Renegades on the River for lunch for their May
meeting. Attending were Mark Hebb, Jim Voss, Janis Croft,
Cathy Voss, Alan Winer, Bill Cooper and Evan Silvi.

Kim DeNais sent in her favorite photo of Joe wearing his
new aviator hat (cap) and goggles for his ride to the monthly
Porsche breakfast.
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For sale

Membership Directory
Email Addresses to be Included in next Directory

Please Read

The August issue of FOGLight will contain the annual
Members Directory. After discussions at the last GOF
Members Meeting, it is the consensus of the Trustees that member’s email address information will be
provided in this directory.
The directory will include member’s name, affiliate’s
name, address, one phone number, email address and
car model. It will not be posted up to our website.
If you wish to NOT have your email address provided
to members please email me at

alanwiner@356fog.com

If I do not receive a response, your email info will be
published in the directory.
Additionally, if you have any changes to your contact
information (new email or phone number), please send
me your current info at the above email address.

Deadline August 1st.
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The Members Directory is for members’ use only and it
is not to be made available to non-members. No public
dissemination or commercial use is permitted.
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1963 Porsche 356 1600s. This is a two owner car from
California. It would be a good car to be restored or used as
I have as a dependable driver. Car is pretty much original
and what has been changed has been saved, e.g. air filters
and exhaust. The clock and every gauge works. The radio
doesn’t work but I do have an aftermarket replacement.
Asking 55k obo. Contact Mark Hebb at 904-635-6618 or
mark@markhebb.me.

T
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OCEAN CITY, NJ 2018
OCTOBER 17-21
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
Visit eastcoastholiday2018ocnj.org
for further details including contact
info, hotels, maps, photos and more
so you can plan your stay with all
the available information.
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FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092

The rare Carrera Travel Kit

Photograph by Peter Bartelli
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